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Moscow - Cosmonautics tour



Trip Summary

Transfer from airport with a local guide to the hotel

Arrival and accomodation at the chosen Hotel

Moscow Sightseeing tour: - Arbat Street, Sparrow Hills, Cathedral of Christ the Savior, Bolshoi Theatre

Transfer to the Hotel

Transfer to Star City

Space expirience: visit Star city and meet with cosmonauts

Transfer from Star city to your Hotel

Visit of Kremlin Territory & Red Square

Lunch time

Museum of Cosmonautics - Memorial Museum of Cosmonautics

Excursion of Moscow Metro - Moscow Metro

Transfer to the Hotel

Transfer from the hotel to airport

Day 1

Day 2

Day 3

Day 4
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Day 1

Transfer from airport with a local guide to the hotel

Arrival and accomodation at the chosen Hotel

Moscow Sightseeing tour:

During the orientation tour through Moscow you will enjoy the main tourist attractions of the city.

Passing the famous Tverskaya Boulevard, the Red and Manege Squares as well as Arbat (the

capital's commercial center), we will stop at Vorobyovy Gori - the highest point of Moscow with a

breathtaking view at the city and Moscow-river. The building of Lomonosov's Moscow State University

(one of the seven famous Stalin's Age skyscrapers) is located just in a short walk from here. Luzhniki

Stadium (honored the final UEFA Champions League match 2008), is situated right in front. In winter,

Vorobyovy Hills are popular among ski- and snowboard fans in the winter time. Regular visitors can

also try a ride in a lifting chair down/up the hill the year round. Victory Park, Red Square, Cathedral of

Christ the Saviour, New Maiden Convent, Bolshoi Theater, and a photo stop for the best views of the

Kremlin! 
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Transfer to the Hotel

Arbat Street
Ulitsa Arbat, Moscow

The popular Arbat Street is one of the oldest streets in Moscow. If you have not been to Arbat Street before, it
is definitely worth a visit - it's closed off to traffic, allowing pedestrians to enjoy its many cafes and souvenir
shops, as well as entertaining street artists and portrait painters.

Sparrow Hills
Vorobyevy Gory, Moscow

One of the best lookouts in Moscow is called Sparrow Hills. From here you will get magnificent views of the
city, hence this is also a popular place for spending New Year’s Eve and enjoying the fireworks. In the park you
can wander among ponds and occasionally come here for a concert or event.

Cathedral of Christ the Savior
Volkhonka Ulitsa, Moscow

This enormous, beautiful cathedral is located by the river and was designed by the architect Konstantin Ton.
You can recognise the cathedral by its copper domes that dominate the skyline.

Bolshoi Theatre
Teatralnaya Ploshad, Moscow
+7 495 455 5555

The stunning Bolshoi Theatre is one of Moscow's cultural landmarks. Here you can enjoy several ballets by
world-renowned Russian ballet companies, operas and different performances in a grandiose interior.
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Day 2

Transfer to Star City

Space expirience: visit Star city and meet with cosmonauts

Star City is one of the most significant space facilities in Russia. It is located in the picturesque

suburbs of Moscow at a distance of 30 km. There is the Cosmonauts' Training Center named by Yuri

Gagarin and the same-named museum. Both objects are unique and of great interest to visitors from

various countries. 

During the visit, You have a rare opportunity to talk live with a real cosmonaut, listen to his stories and

ask your questions. A briefing with an astronaut is an event that you will surely remember for life.

Transfer from Star city to your Hotel
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Day 3

Visit of Kremlin Territory & Red Square

The Moscow Kremlin is the chief architectural ensemble of the city. Along the South wall of the Kremlin,

overlooking the Moscow River, you will find the Grand Kremlin Palace. Within the Kremlin there is a

Cathedral Square, the so-called "City of God". The famous Tsar Bell and Tsar Cannon are there, too.

Six buildings, including 3 three enormous cathedrals edge the square. Most of them, the work of Italian

architects during the late 15th and early 16th Century.The Armory building built in 1851 as a factory

for making weapons nowadays houses a museum, in which an enormous collection of Russian national

treasures, including the famous Fabergé eggs, carriages, cookware, jewelry, etc. is on display. The

State Historical Museum is located outside the walls. Entry fee includes the visit to the Kremlin Territory

and 3 cathedrals. Additional fee is for the Armory visit.

Lunch time

Museum of Cosmonautics
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Excursion of Moscow Metro

Going on the metro in Moscow is an attraction in itself. The metro here is just beautiful with its

architecture and majestic spaces. If you have to choose, two of the most beautiful stations to visit are

"Komsomol'skaya" and "Kazan'skaya".

Transfer to the Hotel

Memorial Museum of Cosmonautics
111 Prospekt Mira, Moscow
+7 495 602 20 73 / +7 495 682 60 92

This unique museum can be found below the ravishing Space Monument. At The Memorial Museum of
Cosmonautics there are several exhibitions with different space objects, documents, and art. If you are
interested in space and the cosmonauts, you will most certainly not be disappointed.
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Moscow Metro

Going on the metro in Moscow is an attraction in itself. The metro here is just beautiful with its architecture and
majestic spaces. If you have to choose, two of the most beautiful stations to visit are "Komsomol'skaya" and
"Kazan'skaya".
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Day 4

Transfer from the hotel to airport
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